Abstract-Privacy preserving association rule mining has triggered the development of many privacy-preserving data mining techniques. A large fraction of them use randomized data distortion techniques to mask the data for preserving. This paper proposes a new transaction randomization method which is a combination of the fake transaction randomization method and a new per-transaction randomization method. This method distorts the items within each transaction and ensures a higher level of data privacy in comparison to the previous approaches. The pertransaction randomization method involves a randomization function to replace the item by a random number guarantying privacy within the transaction also. A tool has also been developed to implement the proposed approach to mine frequent itemsets and association rules from the data guaranteeing the anti-monotonic property.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining deals with the problem of discovering unknown patterns from data. It includes building models on data, presenting statistical summary of data in human understandable form, deciding upon strategies based on the extracted information. The main consideration in privacy preserving data mining is the sensitive nature of raw data. The data miner, while mining for aggregate statistical information about the data, should not be able to access data in its original form with all the sensitive information. This call for more sophisticated techniques in privacy preserving data mining that intentionally modify data to hide sensitive information, but still preserve the inherent statistics of the data important for mining purpose. Randomization is the only effective approach to preserve the privacy in a system with one data miner and multiple data providers. The discovery of interesting association relationships among huge amounts of business transaction records can help catalog design, crossmarketing, loss-leader analysis, and other business decision making processes.
The main goal of the association rule mining is to find out associations or correlations between the items of the particular data involved in the mining. An association rule is an implication of the form X => Y where X, Y ⊂ I are sets of items called itemsets and X ∩ Y = Φ. Association rule mining finds the frequent itemsets of a data based on two measurements: Support and Confidence.
Definition 1: Let I be a set of n items: I = {a 1 , a 2 , …, a n }. Let T be a sequence of N transactions: T = {t 1 , t 2 , …, t n } where each transaction t i is a subset of I. Given an itemset A ⊆ I, the support of A is defined as
If supp T (A) ≥ S min , then A is a frequent itemset in T, where S min is a user-defined parameter called minimum support [3] . In this work, a new approach to privacy preserving data mining has been proposed. This approach is a mixture of the fake transaction randomization method and a new proposed per-transaction randomization method. The fake transaction randomization method adds fake transactions randomly in between the real transactions [2] . This approach provides good mining results with small probability of error and guaranteed data privacy. However, in recent years, most of the research has focused on privacy preserving data mining using the pertransaction randomization method. Hereby, a different pertransaction randomization approach is proposed, which includes a randomization function to distort each item of every transaction and does not influence the support of any itemset. Besides, reconstruction function applied on the distorted data produces near absolute accurate items. A tool has also been developed to implement the new approach. Many recent publications on privacy have focused on the perturbation model. A perturbation based approach was proposed by Agrawal and Srikant which built a decision-tree classifier from training data [1] . References [4] and [6] presented the problem of association rule mining, where transactions are distributed across multiple sites. References [1] and [7] mine the perturbed data instead of original data and [8] used cryptographic techniques to preserve the privacy in distributed scenarios. Reference [9] presented that the randomization approach can be used to determine web demographics, while the cryptographic approach can be used to support inter enterprise data mining [2] . Reference [10] proposed an algebraic technique to preserve the privacy, which results in identifying association rules accurately but discloses less private information. A growing body of literature exists on different approaches of privacy preserving data mining. Some of these approaches adopted for privacy preserving data mining are briefly summarized below:
A. P3P and Secure Database
P3P covers the system and architecture design perspectives of privacy preserving data mining. It does not involve any development of algorithm for data mining on sensitive data. P3P provides a way for web site owners to encode their privacy policies in a standard XML format so that users can check against their privacy preferences to decide whether or not to release their personal data to the web site. Koike [11] provides a detailed survey of current P3P implementations. The basic P3P architecture is client based, i.e. privacy of client is defined at web-client end. As opposed to the client-centric implementations, the author in [12] proposed a server-centric architecture for P3P. The work presented in [13] addressed the problem of enforcing the web sites act according to their stated privacy policies by identifying the technical challenges and founding principles in designing a Hippocratic database.
B. Secure Multi-Party Computation
Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMC) is the problem of evaluating a function of two or more parties' secret inputs. Each party finally holds a share of the function output. No extra information specific to a party is revealed except what is implied by the party's own inputs and outputs [14] . The work described in [16] proposed a paradigm of information sharing across private databases based on cryptographic protocols. Compared with the brute force circuit schema, this algorithm is much faster. The work in [17] described several secure multi-party computation based algorithms that can support privacy preserving data mining, e.g., secure sum, secure set union, secure size of set intersection and secure scalar product. The computation is secure if the view of each site during the execution of the protocol can be effectively simulated by the input and the output of the site. This is not the same as saying that private information is protected [6] .
C. Data Swapping
Data swapping is a simple technique to preserve confidentiality of individual values of sensitive data without changing the aggregate statistical information of the data. The basic idea is to transform the database by switching a subset of attributes between selected pairs of records. As a result, the lower order frequency counts or marginals are preserved and data confidentiality is not compromised [15] .
D. Privacy Preserving Distributed Data Mining
Kantarcioglu and Clifton proposed the privacy preserving distributed mining of association rules on horizontally partitioned data [6] . They considered the individual sites: S i = {S 1 , S 2 , …, S n }. The criterion is that the each site calculates the locally frequent itemsets and these results are securely transmitted to the global site. Then the global site calculates the globally frequent itemsets. Each and every site calculates the support of itemsets. An algorithm for privacy preserving mining of association rules in distributed databases that builds a global hashing table H i in every iteration, is proposed by Liu [18] .
E. Data Distortion
The algorithms belonging to this group work by first distorting the data using randomized techniques. The perturbed data is then used to extract the patterns and models for reconstructing the support of items from perturbed data. The perturbation approach results in some amount of information loss but larger perturbations also lead to a greater amount of privacy. Thus there is a natural trade-off between greater accuracy and loss of privacy [1] . Distortion using multiplicative noise to protect confidentiality of the data is also considered as another option in data mining. The first approach is based on generating random noise that follows truncated normal distribution with unit mean and small variance, and multiplying each element of the original data by the noise. The second approach is inspired by additive random perturbation in a logarithmic domain [7] . The data undergoes a logarithmic transformation, and random noise is generated following a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and constant variance [19] . The non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) with sparseness constraints for data perturbation is proposed to provide the privacy [20] .
III. FAKE TRANSACTION RANDOMIZATION METHOD
The fake transaction randomization method generates fake transactions randomly in between the real transactions based on the two characteristics: quantity and quality of fake transactions. The goal of the fake transaction method is to preserve the privacy of critical customer data. As long as these fake transactions look like real transactions and the number of fake transactions is similar to or exceeds the number of real transactions, the privacy of the real transactions is preserved. If the distribution of the lengths of the real transactions differs from that of the fake transactions, privacy breaches are likely. Consequently, if the distribution of the lengths of the real transactions is known and used as a parameter for generating fake transactions, then the quality of the fake transactions can be markedly improved [2] .
Given w and the number of the real transactions 'N' the number of fake transactions is wN. X fake transactions are inserted between every two real transactions, where X is a random variable that is uniformly distributed with a mean of w, a minimum of 0, and a maximum of 2w. The steps by which a fake transaction is generated are as follows. First, the length of the fake transaction is determined using a uniformly distributed random variable Y, whose mean, minimum, and maximum are l, 1 and 2l -1, respectively. Then, Y distinct items are randomly selected from I and these Y items are finally used to generate a fake transaction [2] . If both the mean and the variance of the lengths of the real transactions are known, then the length of the fake transactions can be allowed to follow a normal distribution with the same mean and variance, to improve further the fake transactions.
A. Example 1
Suppose the items provided by the supermarket are green apples, red apples, oranges, bananas and grapes. Consider it as the set of items I = {green apples, red apples, oranges, bananas, grapes}. Transactions of the super market are given in Table I . The new proposed method represents the items in the super market with the positive numbers (1-green apples, 2 -red apples, 3 -oranges, 4 -bananas and 5 -grapes). The super market transactions are replaced by the corresponding positive numbers. In the mining process, the transactions are having the integer numbers as well as strings. It is somewhat difficult to deal with different data types, so it is better to consider all items of transactions with the positive numbers. This makes the mining process easier to produce the results. Now, the fake transactions have to be added to the above real transactions to preserve the privacy. To generate the fake transactions some major characteristics have to be considered. The average length of the fake transactions is determined by calculating the average length of the real transactions and assigns it by an almost near value equal to the average length of the real transactions. To calculate the average length of the real transactions, first find out the length of the each real transaction, which is equal to the number of items involved in that particular transaction. Average length of the real transaction = sum of lengths of real transactions / total number of transactions.
In Example 1, the average length of fake transaction (l) is 2. Let w is the ratio of number of fake transactions to the number of real transactions. Consider that three fake transactions will be added for every two real transactions. The total number of fake transactions (wN) =12, where N is the total number of real transactions. Therefore, 12 fake transactions are generated and mixed with the N real transactions. Table II shows the mixed transactions in the Example 1. So, the probability of selecting a real transaction from the mixed transactions is very less. Therefore, the privacy is guaranteed in between the transactions by mixing the fake transactions to the real transactions.
B. Limitations of Fake Transaction Randomization Method
The limitation of fake transaction randomization method is that it achieves the privacy up to the level of transaction to transaction only but not within the transactions. That means, this method adds the fake transactions in between the real transactions and it would not distort the any of the items involved in the transactions. By distorting the items within the transactions we can achieve an even higher level of privacy than the earlier. So, we proposed a new per-transaction randomization method to achieve higher privacy.
IV. PROPOSED PER-TRANSACTION RANDOMIZATION METHOD
This method involves the modification of data items and can be applied on both the real and fake transactions. It adds noise directly to the data items involved within the transactions. Specifically, a per-transaction randomization function is proposed which modifies the data items within the transaction.
A. Per-Transaction Randomization Function:
Let R is the integer number generated by per-transaction randomization function. The data item within the transaction is replaced by R.
Where, item is the data item within the transaction, tnoi is the total number of items i.e. |I|, and i is the random number generated from the random number generator and it is fixed during the entire randomization process. The per-transaction randomization function is applied on each and every data item within the transaction to modify each data item. The process of per-transaction randomization is applied after the fake transaction method, so that a real data item within the transaction can not be identified. The main advantage of this function is that it does not affect the support of any itemset in the mixed transactions. By applying these two methods, privacy is guaranteed between the transactions as well as within the transaction.
Suppose, the per-transaction method is applied before the fake transaction randomization method, then there is a large variation occurred between the real and the fake transactions. If the per-transaction randomization method is applied first, then it modifies the real transactions by adding some noise to the data items involved in the transaction. After that, fake transaction randomization method applied, and then the fake transactions are mixed with the resultant transactions of the per-transaction randomization method. The problem here is that, actually the fake transaction randomization method uses I (set of items) to generate the fake transactions. That is, in the mixed transactions only some transactions are took the affect of per-transaction randomization method. In the mining process, at the time of finding out the support of any item, it is resulting in support value error. That is the reason the fake transaction randomization method is applied before the pertransaction randomization method. Therefore, a high level privacy of the customer data is achieved.
B. Example 1
After the fake transaction randomization method is applied on Example 1 which is shown in section 3, the pertransaction randomization method is applied on the resultant (Example 1) of fake transaction randomization method. In Example 1, total number of items (toi) = 5, and considered that i = 4, which is generated by the random number generator. The per-transaction randomization function is applied on each transaction in Table II and the resultant transactions are given  in Table III . Thus after applying the present approach a higher-level of privacy is provided to the customer data. 
V. SUPPORT RECONSTRUCTION
During the reconstruction of itemsets after fake transaction randomization method and per-transaction randomization method, the items in the transactions are modified to preserve the privacy. Hence, the support of frequent itemsets are affected (i.e., support values are modified). So, there is a need to reconstruct the support of frequent itemsets from the mixed transactions. In order to achieve 100% support of itemsets in data the fake transaction and per-transaction reconstruction methods are applied and are discussed in the following sections.
A. Support Reconstruction of Fake Transaction Method
At this point, the transactions of any data are the resultant of both the fake transaction randomization method and pertransaction randomization method. In this section, reconstruction procedure of fake transaction randomization method is discussed. For a given k-itemset A, the number of real transactions that support A in mixed transactions is given as follows [2] :
The number of real transactions that support A = the number of mixed transactions that support A -the number of fake transactions that support A. Let S` is the support of some k-itemset A in mixed transactions T`, that is supp T`( A) = S`. Then, the number of transactions that support A is S`(1+w)N, where (1+w)N is the number of transactions in T`. Let support of itemset A in T by S, i.e., supp T (A) = S. Therefore, S can be derived from S` as follows: (excerpted from [2] )
B. Reconstruction of the Per-transaction Randomization
Method After reconstructing the support from the fake transaction method, the next problem is to reconstruct the original items from per-transaction randomization method. So, a pertransaction reconstruction function is proposed to solve the above problem. The reconstruction function is applied on the result of fake transaction reconstruction method i.e., the pertransaction reconstruction function is applied on frequent itemsets. The per-transaction reconstruction function is presented as follows: Oitem = (R -i + |I|) % |I| (5) where, Oitem is the original item after the reconstruction function, R is the frequent item on which per-transaction randomization function is applied, i is the random number which is passed from random number generator and it is fixed entire the process of reconstruction method and |I| is the total number of items.
The per-transaction randomization function does not affect the support value of any item in the transactions and it just modifies the original item by adding the noise. The pertransaction reconstruction function reconstructs the original items without any probability of error i.e., the percentage of error for per-transaction reconstruction method is zero. There is no need to apply the per-transaction reconstruction function on the every item in the mixed transactions. That is the pertransaction reconstruction function is applied only on the result of the mining process i.e., frequent items. Therefore, the per-transaction randomization method provides higher accuracy in finding frequent itemsets and guarantees a higher level of privacy to the customer data.
C. Example
To find the frequent itemsets in Example 1, the data mining process is applied on transactions in Table II which is  real transaction database and Table III (mixed transactions) which is the resultant of fake and per-transaction randomization methods. The data mining process is applied to each item in the set I (set of items). As per definition 1, Support of an item = ons transacti of number total tions in transac item of s occurrence of number the Considering the Example 1, it has 5 items in the item set I. Let S min = 0.4, which is the minimum support provided by the user. Suppose if any item is having the support value greater than or equal to the minimum support, then that item is frequent item. First, the data mining process is applied on Table II To find out the support of items of real transactions in mixed transactions, first the mining process has to find out the support (S ' ) of items in mixed transactions. Now, the data mining process is applied on Table III that Therefore, items 2 and 5 are frequent 1-itemsets in mixed transaction database. Now, it has to be check that whether the items 2 and 5 are frequent items of real transactions in mixed transactions or not. It is considered that, n = 5, which is number of items (|I|), N = 20, which is number of real transactions, k = 1, that is k-itemset is having only one item, l = 2, average length of fake transactions, w = 3/2, ratio of number of fake transactions to the number of real transactions, and S' = 0.4 for both the items 2 and 5, using the Eq. 3. For item 2, S = 0.4 ≥ S min , and for item 5, S = 0.4 ≥ S min . For both of the items, the support values are greater than equal to the user-defined minimum support (S min .). As per the Definition 1, both the items are frequent items of real transactions in mixed transactions. Earlier, the per-transaction randomization method is applied on mixed transactions, so the frequent items 2 and 5 are modified items. To get the reconstructed items, the per-transaction reconstruction method has to be applied on these two frequent items.
Eq. 3 is used to find out the reconstructed frequent itemsets. In Example 1, it is considered that total number of items |I| = 5 and i = 4 which is passed to the per-transaction reconstruction function. The per-transaction reconstruction function is applied on items 2 and 4, and it results that, items 1 and 3 are original frequent items of real transactions in mixed transactions. In real transaction database also the items 1 and 3 are frequent items. So, it is concluded that both the reconstructed methods produced the same items (1 and 3) as the frequent items. So, in Example 1, the items 1 and 3 correspond to the green apples and oranges. Therefore, the items green apples and oranges are frequent items.
VI. TOOL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the snapshots of the tool developed are presented to find out the frequent itemsets and association rules from the transactions of any dataset. The snapshots are taken when the mining process is working with the CSC dataset. The CSC dataset results (i.e., frequent itemsets) are also shown in the snapshots of the tool. Figure 1 is the snapshot of the menu screen in the tool. It allows the user to select any particular functionality, like generating fake transactions, applying per-transaction randomization method, generating database, finding frequent itemsets and finding association rules. Figure 2 shows how to generate the fake transaction file. The snapshot allows the user to select the real transaction file through the 'Browse' button and also allows the user to mention the fake transaction file name that has to be generated. The term 'user' corresponds to a company's authorized person, who is appointed by the company to use the tool. On clicking the 'Generate Fake Transactions' button, it adds the fake transactions with the real transactions and privacy is provided in between the transactions. The snapshot for applying per-transaction randomization approach is also same as the above snapshot shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 is the screen shot of the tool to find the frequent itemsets in the database and this screen shot using three tables to compare the results. Table III shows the frequent itemset  and corresponding support of real transactions in mixed  transaction database and Table IV shows the support of frequent itemsets in the real transaction database. The user must select the appropriate radio button when working with the different databases (like real transactions database and mixed transactions database). Figure 4 shows the support of a particular itemset given by user i.e. it allows the user to find the support of any particular itemset. Figure 5 shows the screen shot of the tool to find the association rules. It allows the user to provide the minimum support, and minimum confidence and it produces the association rules with corresponding support and confidence values. 
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test and validate the developed tool, experiments were conducted on the CSC and mushroom datasets. The CSC dataset have nearly 300 real transactions, 88 data items. The average length of fake transactions (l) is set to the integer which is closer to the average length of real transactions. It is considered that w=2 and S min =0.4, then the mining process is applied to find out the support of frequent itemsets. The support of frequent itemsets in real transaction database and support of frequent itemsets of real transactions in mixed transaction database is obtained and is shown in Table IV . Consider the frequent item CS611, it is having a small support difference of 0.015436 between the real and mixed transaction database. This difference would not make any problem while finding the frequent itemsets because the support values in the real and mixed transactions is greater than the user-defined minimum support (i.e., S min = 0.4) and is negligible. Figure 6 shows the closeness of supports of different itemsets in real and mixed transactions database (of CSC dataset). It can be concluded that the support values of frequent itemsets are almost equal in real and mixed transaction databases leading to the inference that the probability of error is infinitesimally small and can be treated as negligible. Therefore, accurate mining results are obtained, highlighting the novelty of the proposed approach. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the new approach and the approach of Lin and Liu. The arrows a1, a2, a3 and a4 in Figure 7 indicate the faults in reconstructing the items using the previous approach. At a1, the original item is 10 but the reconstructed item is 7, at a2, the original item is 12 but the reconstructed item is 14, and so on, using the pervious method. The per-transaction randomization approach produces accurate reconstructed items for corresponding original items (i.e., 10 for 10, 19 for 19 …). Therefore, the proposed pertransaction randomization approach guarantees privacy within the transactions with improved accuracy. The mining process is also applied on mushroom dataset of 8124 real transactions and 28 data items. The average length of fake transactions (l) is set to the integer which is closer to the average length of real transactions. It is considered that w = 2 (i.e., 3 fake transactions are added for every 2 real transactions) and S min = 0.9, then the mining process is applied to find out the support of frequent itemsets. The support of frequent itemsets in real transaction database and real transactions in mixed transaction database is obtained as shown in Table V . Table V shows the closeness of supports of different itemsets in real and mixed transactions database (of mushroom dataset). It can be concluded that the support values of frequent itemsets are almost equal in real and mixed transaction databases leading to the inference that the probability of error is infinitesimally small and can be treated as negligible. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a new approach for privacy preserving association rule mining is presented. This approach provides excellent accuracy in reconstructing frequent itemsets with no influence on support of itemsets. At present, the application of this approach is limited to a local environment i.e., used within the organization. This work can be extended further to deal with a distributed environment.
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